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Check whether the accessories are complete and damaged

Installation Instruction of
Concealed Shower System

Unit: inch
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Basic size of embedded box

Size of Main Embedded Box
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1.Solid wall installation

!

Note: Pipe connection is correct
without leakage before sealing the
wall.

Ceramic tile surface

Min:2.4"

MAX:2.9"

Main body embedded box

1).According to the basic size of the embedded box,use special
tools to open the main hole on the soild wall.The depth of the
hole is shown in the figure.Then the blank wall in the hole depth
should choose the main body buried box distance between
1.6"~2.1",the top spray buried box distance between 1.5"~2.3";

2).the size of the hole with the embedded box for convenient
installation principle;

3).The bottom surface of the opening hole should be kept
smooth for subsequent adjustment of the vertical and horizontal
of the embedded box;

4).According to the three functions of the embedded box
connection pipeline,pay attention to the left and right directions
of the embedded box.The left side is connected with hot water
pipeline,the right side is connected with cold water pipeline,and
the upper,lower and right side is connected with mixed water
outlet pipeline;Side spray spray embedded box connection
pipeline,pay attention to the bottom of the embedded box water;

5).After the pipeline is connected,according to the pipeline
layout,the corresponding pipe groove is opened on the blank
wall;

6).Before the embedded box Is fixed,water test and pipeline
cleaning shall be carried out on the embedded box and the
connecting pipe,and the upper mixed outlet channel shall be in
the open state before the test;

7).Before the test,open the switch spool and open the water
source to test whether the left and right water inlet pipes are
closely connected without leakage.After the water Inlet pipe Is
tested and closed,adjust the flow switch to open to test whether
the upper mixed water outlet pipe is closely connected without
leakage;At the same time,maintain a period of time to clean the
management of foreign matter to prevent affecting the control
valve outlet function;

8).Fix the embedded box on the wall according to the tapping
screw in the soild wall of the embedded box;

9).Confirm again that the pipeline connection is correct and there
is no leakage in the water test. After the installation of other
embedded components of the shower,seal and fix the embedded
box and pipeline with filler;

10).At this point,the solid wall embedded box is installed,and the
subsequent control valve can be installed after the wall is laid.
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2.Installation steps of valve body

1).Lay wall tiles or other decorative wall,keep the wall
level and 90°perpendicular  to the embedded box,make
the embedded box in the middle of a single tile as far
as possible,and cut off the protruding part of the
embedded box with a cutting knife;

2).Remove the embedded box cover plate and the
water testing assembly

4).Install the switch handle,use a small hexagon wrench
clockwise to fix the switch handle on the main valve
core of the contral valve,and install the decorative cap;

3).Install the control valve plate,check whether the
protective rubber sleeve at the plate hole is off before
installation,if there is no protective rubber
sleeve,directly install the plate that is easy to scratch;
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3.Installation steps of side spray
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4.Installation steps of shower rod
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Three-Function Embedded
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1).Keep the bottom of the hole flat adjust the
vertical and horizontal of with a hexagonal
wrench the embedded box,fix the embedded
box with screws,and tighten the joint with a
hexagonal wrench;

2).Tighten the connector with a
hexagonal wrench and cover
the installation cover;

3).Tighten the joint with a
hexagonal wrench and test the
water without leakage;

MAX:0.9"

4).Laying wall tiles or other  decorative
walls,remove the plug,open the switch valve
core,and keep it for a period of time to clean
and manage foreign objects to prevent affecting
the water outlet function.

5).With the aid of the mounting pad,and cut off the protruding
of the embedded box with a cutting knife;

6).Tighten the connecting rod, disassemble the
spray body and the decorative cover,first fix the
spray body with screws;

7).When installing,please install
according to the upper and lower
signs,and the cover plate opening is
facing down;

8).The opening of the
cover  plate faces
down to facilitate later
maintenance;

5.Installation steps of shower head

1).Stallation:before drilling,please use

electronic aetector to confirm

whether there is power line

communication cable or water pipe in

the wall.If you use an electric

drill.remember two points: Please

wear protective goggles.Turn off the

power after using the device.

2).Installation of fixed base:first

determine the installation hole and

mark;Use a special drill to Pierce the

ceramic tile to prevent the ceramic

tile from breaking.Hammer drill to drill

the fixed hole of expansion adhesive

and punch in the expansion

adhesive.Fix the base on the wall

with self-tapping screws,and use a

screwdriver to tighten the self-tapping

screws so that the base does not fall

off.

3).According to the size of the
object to determine the location of
the installation hole.mark,with a
special method to install the fixed
base on the wall.Then insert the
lifting rod into the fixed base,and
tighten the top wire with an inner
hexagon wrench to prevent the
lifting rod from falling off.

    NOTE:

①Do not leave the embedded box in an open state when
laying the wall,so as not to affect the function of the
embedded box and the installation of the control valve
after the solidification of the filling in the box;

②The built-in 0.16”hexagonal sheet metal hand is
placed in the box after the embedded box is installed,so
as not to lose it and affect the subsequent installation;

③The surface of the control valve set is mostly
electroplated and smooth.It should be stored in the
original packaging before installation to prevent
scratches,corrosion and loss.
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6.Installation steps of Hand Shower Bracket

1.Please check the accessories listed in the " Standard Part List"
after opening the product package. Check whether the parts
are complete, and if there are any defects, please contact the
seller immediately.
2.Any purchased replacement part must match with the basic
installation size of this product.
3.The main part of the shower system has been inspected and
debugged by the factory, please do not disassemble and
assemble by yourself to avoid negative effects on performance.
4.Special attention must be paid to the cold and hot water pipes
of the body assembly, the left for hot water while the right for
cold water. If the connection is wrong, it will be opposite to the
 "H"and"C" indicator on the handle.
5.Before installing the faucet, be sure to remove the impurities
and sludge in the embedded water pipe to avoid any blockage
and bad effects on the water outlet function.

Disassembly Not Allow

Flush the Water Pipe

7.Installation Precautions

1).1).Use the raw material belt to wrap the outer

screw of shower head extenstion arm, cover the

decorative cup, and tighten the screw on the wall.

2). Screw the Shower Head clockwise on

theshower head extenstion arm

1).Use the raw material belt to wrap the outer screw

of the hand shower bracke , cover the decorative

cup, and tighten the screw on the wall.

2). Adjust the vertical and horizontal of

the hand shower bracke .


